Because of errors in proof reading and typesetting, four corrections are required in this paper:
(1) Line c of the diagram in the Introduction should read, 5'-ATTAAAA--TAATTTT-5'
(2) The incomplete sentence ending on line 7 of page 137 should read: These five UAG suppressor containing mutants of WU36-10 were each used to study conversion (Fig. 3) .
(3) The last sentence in the first paragraph of page 139 should read : On the other hand, for conversion of a class l UAG suppressor (Fig. 4 ) the sequence T-C-T in the non-transcribed strand overlapping the GC target base pair may be inferred (Person et al., 1974) and there is no MFD.
(4) The work described was supported by grant GM 21788 from the United States Public Health Service.
